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Abstract

Background—Tai Chi Chuan (TTC) exercise has beneficial effects on the components of physical condition and can produce a substantial reduction in the risk of multiple falls. Previous studies have shown that short term TCC exercise did not improve the scores in the single leg stance test with eyes closed and the sit and reach test. There has apparently been no research into the effects of TCC on total body rotation flexibility and heart rate responses at rest and after a three minute step test.

Methods—In this cross sectional study, 28 male TCC practitioners with an average age of 67.5 years old and 13.2 years of TCC exercise experience were recruited to form the TCC group. Another 30 sedentary men aged 66.2 were selected to serve as the control group. Measurements included resting heart rate, left and right single leg stance with eyes closed, modified sit and reach test, total body rotation test (left and right), and a three minute step test.

Results—Compared with the sedentary group, the TCC group had significantly better scores in resting heart rate, three minute step test heart rate, modified sit and reach, total body rotation test on both right and left side (p<0.01), and both right and left leg standing with eyes closed (p<0.05). According to the American Fitness Standards, the TCC group attained the 90th percentile rank for sit and reach and total body rotation test, right and left.

Conclusion—Long term regular TCC exercise has favourable effects on the promotion of balance control, flexibility, and cardiovascular fitness in older adults.
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Falls, a real problem in public health, are the main cause of accidental death in the elderly.1 Poor balance capacity with age results in increased risk of falls and fracture for people over 65.2 3 Exercise and other forms of physical activity are known to provide a myriad of health benefits to older adults.4 Studies have found that older people respond favourably to exercise, and perform better than an age matched group of older non-exercisers in fitness components, such as balance, flexibility, reaction time, and strength.5 6 Diminished functioning in these aspects have been shown to be major contributors to falls in older persons.7

Tai Chi Chuan (TCC) was developed originally as a martial arts form and has been used for centuries in China as an exercise for health in a wide age range but particularly in the elderly. The basic exercise of TCC is a series of individual movements linked together in a continuous manner that flow smoothly from one movement to another. Deep breathing and mental concentration are also required to achieve harmony between body and mind. Thus, TCC is not only a physical activity, but also one that involves the training of mental control.8 People use TCC for development of mind-body interaction, breathing regulation with body movement, hand-eye coordination, and calmness.9 In addition, TCC can be practised at any time and in any place because it needs neither much space nor any equipment. The simple, soft, and fluid movements are ideal for older people regardless of previous exercise experience. Today, millions of people in China are practising TCC; they perform it in public parks, on streets, or wherever it can be. Moreover, it has spread to many countries world wide and is extensively accepted as an exercise form for health and fitness.

A number of studies have been performed to examine the effects of TCC exercise on the physical condition of elderly people. In a cross sectional study, Tse and Bailey10 compared older adult TCC practitioners with older adult non-practitioners on five balance tests. Their study showed that the TCC practitioners scored higher than TCC non-practitioners in the test of single leg stance with eyes open, but not in the test of single leg stance with eyes closed. Lai et al11 evaluated the effects of two years of regular TCC exercise on the maintenance of cardiovascular function in older subjects and found a smaller decline in the maximal oxygen uptake over the two years for TCC practitioners than for their sedentary counterparts.

Lan et al12 performed a cross sectional study to assess the potential effects of TCC on cardiovascular function, flexibility, and body composition in the elderly. The long term TCC practitioners showed higher peak oxygen uptake, better scores in the stand and reach test and a lower percentage of body fat than their sedentary counterparts. Schaller13 determined the effects of 10 weeks of the westernised form of TCC on balance control, flexibility, and blood pressure in older persons. The TCC intervention resulted in a significant improvement in the scores of single leg stance with eyes open, but not in the single leg stance with eyes closed.
closed. Moreover, the scores of the sit and reach test for TCC practitioners were not improved. It is possible that the duration of exercise was not sufficient to improve the balance capacity with eyes closed or the flexibility. Wolf et al. reported no beneficial effect for the sedentary control subjects, and reach scores for the TCC practitioners experience showed significantly better stand on an average of more than 10 years of TCC on the maintenance of gains in balance and strength in older adults. Recently, Jacobson et al. reported significantly better balance control (tilting board test), strength of knee extension (maximal voluntary extension test), and kinaesthetic sense (glenohumeral media rotation at 90°) after 12 weeks of TCC compared with the sedentary control group. It appears from the literature that TCC does not improve performance in tests of single leg stance with eyes closed. However, the studies that yielded this conclusion were based on a cross-sectional comparison of TCC practitioners with a large discrepancy in TCC experience (from 1 to 20 years), or were based on an application of a self-modified and westernised TCC form of short term duration. Moreover, the literature shows conflicting findings on the effects of TCC on trunk and hamstring flexibility in elderly people. The cross-sectional study employed TCC practitioners with an average of more than 10 years of TCC experience showed significantly better stand and reach scores for the TCC practitioners than for the sedentary control subjects, whereas Schaller reported no beneficial effect of TCC on sit and reach scores after a short term intervention. No studies have examined the potential effects of TCC on total body rotation flexibility, which is related to hip, trunk, and shoulder joint, and to heart rate responses before and after exercise. In classical TCC, the mind is tranquil but alert; body movements are slow, smooth, and well coordinated with a lowered centre of gravity as the various forms of the exercise are undertaken. Owing to the nature of its performance, TCC has generally been assumed to have significantly beneficial effects on flexibility, balance control, and cardiorespiratory fitness in older people after long term exercise. However, studies on the effects of long term classical TCC on physical fitness in the elderly are lacking in the literature. Our aim in this study was to observe whether older adults who practised TCC over a long time (10 years or more) performed better than their counterparts in single leg stance with eyes closed, sit and reach, total body rotation, and heart rate both at rest and after a three minute step test. The scores both on the sit and reach test and total body rotation (left and right) test were used to determine flexibility. The scores on heart rate at rest and after the three minute step test were used to determine cardiopulmonary fitness. Lan et al. used the stand and reach test, whereas, this study employed sit and reach as an indicator of trunk and hamstring flexibility because it is best correlated with hamstring flexibility. The seated version was used and is recommended by the American College of Sports Medicine for trunk and hamstring flexibility. Thus the findings of this study should contribute to our knowledge of aging and the effects of physical activity, such as TCC. As it is difficult to perform a follow-up investigation for a long term study of more than 10 years, a cross-sectional approach was adopted. The hypotheses stated in this study were as follows. Long term TCC practitioners perform better than their sedentary counterparts in tests of (a) balance in terms of single leg stance with eyes closed, (b) trunk and hamstring flexibility in terms of sit and reach, (c) total body flexibility in terms of total body rotation test (left and right), and (d) cardiorespiratory fitness in terms of heart rate at rest and after a three minute step test. Approval for this study was given by the local clinical research ethics committee.

**Methods**

**SUBJECTS**

Recruitment criteria were as follows: (a) age 65 or over; (b) no history of significant cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, musculoskeletal, and other chronic diseases; (c) living in the community with a normally active life style; (d) TCC experience of about 10 years or more and no involvement in any regular sports and physical activity other than TCC in the previous five years for the TCC group, and no exercise training programme for at least five years for the control group; (e) to eliminate the influence of gender on the physical fitness scores, only male subjects were selected to form the TCC and sedentary groups.

The TCC practitioners were recruited from one of the largest classical Yang Style Tai Chi Clubs. Hundreds of people practice TCC in this club every day. The experienced TCC practitioners perform TCC individually or in groups, while the beginners practice TCC in groups instructed by qualified teachers.

The sedentary control group was recruited from a large housing estate in the city. With the assistance of the estate management office, letters that described the purpose of the study, the physical requirements for the participants, measurement items, and measurement procedure were distributed to each household to invite the senior family members, if any, to participate in this study. The same letters were also distributed to the senior TCC practitioners of the TCC club.

A total of 114 persons, 54 TCC practitioners and 60 sedentary non-practitioners, expressed their willingness to participate in this project. Questionnaires were then distributed to these people in order to collect information on personal particulars, history of illness, and sports and physical activity involvement. For TCC practitioners, information about their TCC experience (years), average exercise frequency (times a week), and the duration of exercise were recorded. For the sedentary controls, information about their past sports and physical activity involvement was collected. A total of 114 persons, 54 TCC practitioners and 60 sedentary non-practitioners, expressed their willingness to participate in this project. Questionnaires were then distributed to these people in order to collect information on personal particulars, history of illness, and sports and physical activity involvement. For TCC practitioners, information about their TCC experience (years), average exercise frequency (times a week), and the duration of exercise were recorded. For the sedentary controls, information about their past sports and physical activity involvement was collected.
Table 1  General description of subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TCC group (n=28)</th>
<th>Sedentary group (n=30)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>67.3 (5.8)</td>
<td>66.2 (6.5)</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>65.7 (9.9)</td>
<td>68.6 (5.5)</td>
<td>1.391</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (cm)</td>
<td>168.1 (7.9)</td>
<td>168.5 (5.1)</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>22.7 (3.6)</td>
<td>24.2 (2.9)</td>
<td>1.753</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise experience (years)</td>
<td>13.2 (3.7)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (times a week)</td>
<td>5.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (min per session)</td>
<td>55.6 (10.3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD). TCC, Tai Chi Chuan.

Each exercise session (minutes per session) were also obtained. From the assessment of the collected questionnaires, there were only 28 TCC practitioners, and 30 sedentary non-practitioners who met the requirements. These formed the TCC practitioner group and sedentary control group respectively. Subjects were informed about the study, and their consent to participate was obtained. Table 1 gives the general description of the TCC practitioners and sedentary subjects. No significant difference was found in age, body weight, body height, and body mass index between the two groups.

MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were mainly the physical fitness components of balance, flexibility, and heart rate by the seven test items described below. The content of the tests was explained to the subjects and they were given time to prepare with a warm up so that their best performance could be achieved. Tests were arranged in the morning before any other exercise. Subjects were asked to wear loose clothes and comfortable shoes with low heels. Body height and weight were also measured. Each subject went through the tests in the same sequence, test 1 to test 7. After test 3 had been completed, a 10 minute period was provided for each subject to warm up in preparation for the next test, which was the modified sit and reach test.

The protocols of the seven tests were as follows.

Test 1: resting heart rate was recorded for each subject before any test began.

Test 2: single right leg standing with eyes closed.

Test 3: single left leg standing with eyes closed. Balance control was assessed by single limb stance timed tests with the eyes closed. These forms of testing have been extensively used in assessment of balance and exercise with the elderly, and internal consistency reliability of 0.85 to 0.95 has been reported for this method. During the test, subjects were asked to stand on a firm surface for 60 seconds, and look straight ahead. A stopwatch was used to record in seconds the duration of standing. A maximum of three trials was allowed for each test for subjects to reach the goal of 60 seconds. The score of their best performance on each test was recorded. If the subjects reached the goal of 60 seconds, no further trials were conducted for that particular test.

Test 4: modified sit and reach. The flexibility of trunk and hamstring was measured by a sit and reach test protocol modified as described by Hoeger and Hoeger using the Acuflex I Tester. A test-retest reliability of 0.83 and interclass reliability of 0.98 and 0.99 have been reported when it has been used with the elderly.

Test 5: total body rotation, left. The flexibility of total body rotation to the left was measured by the protocol provided by Hoeger and Hoeger using the Acuflex II.

Test 6: total body rotation, right. The flexibility of total body rotation to the right was measured in the same manner as that for the left.

Test 7: step test. Cardiovascular ability was measured by a three minute step test in accordance with the YMCA protocol. The test was conducted on a 12 inch high bench with a stepping rate of 24 steps/min for three minutes. After the exercise had been completed, the subjects were immediately seated and heart rate was counted for one minute, starting within five seconds of the end of the exercise.

All subjects completed test 1 to test 7 successfully.

ANALYSIS

t tests for independent sampling using a two tailed test were used to determine if the performance of the TCC group was different from that of the sedentary group. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

Results

Figure 1 shows the results of tests on right and left single leg stance with eyes closed. The TCC group achieved significantly higher scores in right and left single leg stance with eyes closed (p<0.05) than the sedentary control group (9.64 (7.53) vs. 6.28 (4.17) seconds for right and 9.41 (6.80) vs. 5.96 (3.96) seconds for left leg). These results could not be detected in short term TCC practitioners in previously reported studies.

The data obtained from the sit and reach test showed that long term regular TCC practitioners had better (p<0.01) trunk and hamstring flexibility than their sedentary counterparts (39.18 (4.77) vs. 30.80 (4.98) cm). This beneficial effect of TCC on sit and reach scores was not observed after a short term intervention.

In addition, significantly (p<0.01) better scores...
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Previous studies found beneficial effects of classical TCC intervention did not improve trunk and hamstring flexibility, and Levandoski LJ (unpublished thesis) also found that a 10 week TCC intervention did not improve trunk or hamstring flexibility, monitored by the stand and reach test scores. Schaller13 reported that a 10 week TCC intervention did not improve trunk and hamstring flexibility, and Levandoski LJ (unpublished thesis) also found that a 10 week TCC intervention did not improve trunk or hamstring flexibility, monitored by the stand and reach test scores.

Figure 3 Comparison of heart rate measures between the Tai Chi Chuan (TCC) and sedentary groups. **p<0.01 compared with the sedentary group.

Figure 2 Comparison of body flexibility measures between the Tai Chi Chuan (TCC) and sedentary groups. **p<0.01 compared with the sedentary group.

Discussion

BALANCE CONTROL

Balance is one of the components required for execution of postural control. Balance capacity decreases with age, which results in increased risk of falls and fractures in elderly people.2,3

Previous studies found beneficial effects of TCC on balance in older adults through comparing experienced TCC practitioners with non-practitioners in cross sectional28 or longitudinal29 studies based on the tests of single leg (right and left) standing with eyes open. The present study found that the scores of the TCC group in single leg (right and left) standing with eyes closed were also higher than that of the sedentary group, disagreeing with the results of Tse and Bailey10 who found no significant difference between TCC practitioners and sedentary subjects on single leg standing with eyes closed, for both the right and left leg. They suggested that maintenance of balance with vision occluded is not a normal life experience and is therefore equally difficult for people regardless of their activity level. In fact, classical TCC needs to be performed continuously and slowly, with knee flexion and weight shifting, straight and extended head and trunk, as well as unilateral weight bearing with constant shifting. All these are associated with the use of internal feedback to control the centre of mass, thus benefiting balance ability regardless of whether eyes are open or closed. In the study of Tse and Bailey,10 the TCC subjects included those who had only one year of TCC experience. This fact may indicate that long term TCC produces more benefit for balance control and thus for postural control of older persons. This warrants further study.

FLEXIBILITY

The development and maintenance of some level of flexibility are important components of a general health enhancement programme, and are even more so during the aging process. This study shows that long term regular TCC practitioners possessed better trunk and hamstring flexibility than their sedentary counterparts. This is confirmation of the finding by Lan et al.12 who reported significantly superior performance by older TCC practitioners with more than 10 years of TCC experience than their sedentary counterparts in hip joint flexibility, monitored by the stand and reach test scores. Schaller13 reported that a 10 week TCC intervention did not improve trunk and hamstring flexibility, and Levandoski LJ (unpublished thesis) also found that a 10 week TCC intervention did not improve trunk or hamstring flexibility than their sedentary counterparts. This is confirmation of the finding by Lan et al.12 who reported significantly superior performance by older TCC practitioners with more than 10 years of TCC experience than their sedentary counterparts in hip joint flexibility, monitored by the stand and reach test scores.

The total body rotation test was developed specifically to measure the flexibility related to hip, trunk, and shoulder joints, and serves as an indicator of everyday movements in turning.17 Classical TCC contains the movements of combined rotation of head, trunk, and extremities, and asymmetrical diagonal arm and leg movements about the waist. All these elements can benefit hip, trunk, and arm rotation ability, and therefore the total body rotation test scores. According to the American Fitness Standards,38 the percentile rank for sit and reach, total body rotation test (left), and total body rotation (right) obtained by the TCC group were 90, 90, and 80 respectively. These
scores were much higher than those obtained by the sedentary control group (60, 40, and 40), showing the significant benefits of classical TCC that contributed to the overall flexibility fitness of these older people.

HEART RATE
Studies investigating the effects of TCC on cardiovascular function in the elderly are limited. Lai et al. studied two year trends in cardiovascular function among elderly TCC practitioners and sedentary subjects. In that study, cardiovascular function, including maximal oxygen uptake and heart rate during the test, were measured at the initial session and after two years of TCC practice. The results showed that regular TCC may delay the decline of cardiovascular function, as indicated by the smaller decrease in maximal oxygen uptake in TCC practitioners compared with sedentary subjects. Another study on the effects of TCC on cardiovascular function in the elderly was reported by Schaller, who found that simplified TCC exercise for 10 weeks in the elderly could significantly improve systolic and diastolic blood pressure. These two studies and the findings from the present study show the beneficial effects of TCC exercise on cardiovascular function in older adults.

The cross sectional approach was adopted in this study to assess the potential effect of TCC on physical fitness in the elderly. A longitudinal approach with before and after testing is recognised as an ideal method for measuring long term training effects of physical activity and exercise in older people. Its advantage over the cross sectional approach is that it enables one to control confounding factors, such as heredity, and minimise the changes caused by aging. However, drop out of subjects is a common confounding factor in longitudinal studies, especially when the objective is to determine such a long term effect with aging as 10 years of training. The comparison in this study was based on a cross sectional approach, and has shown significant differences, providing indirect evidence that long term TCC exercise has the potential to play an important role in improving and maintaining physical fitness in the elderly.

Bortz stated that cardiovascular endurance, muscle mass, muscle strength, and functional ability are interrelated and have all been reported to decline with advancing age and disease. However, this decline in fitness and functional ability can be reduced or prevented by physical activity. Aniasson et al. suggested that exercise programmes offer older persons a means of keeping physically active, even when they have moderate disorders, and that improved physical fitness may help prevent age dependent impairments. Previous and current studies, both cross sectional and longitudinal, have shown the beneficial functions of TCC.

SUMMARY
TCC has been defined as an aerobic exercise of moderate intensity. The degree of movement, although less strenuous than swimming, is more subtle and precise. This gives the TCC practitioner greater satisfaction and a sense of achievement. These satisfactory feelings come from two aspects. One relates to the ease of study and another is the emotional component. In this study, the long term TCC practitioners performed better in tests of balance, flexibility, and cardiovascular function than their sedentary counterparts. Some of these superior results have not been observed in short term TCC practitioners. Although the progressive decline with age in balance, flexibility, and functional capacity of the cardiovascular system is a natural state, the findings of this study show that practising TCC long term and regularly may decrease the rate of decline. Long term and regular practice of TCC should be recommended for older adults.
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Take home message
Assessment of balance, flexibility, and cardiorespiratory fitness in older long term Tai Chi practitioners and sedentary counterparts indicates that the former improve and maintain good physical condition, particularly with respect to balance capacity, which has not been observed after short term Tai Chi exercise in older adults. This suggests that regular and long term practice of Tai Chi has a positive effect on balance, flexibility, and cardiorespiratory fitness in the elderly.

Commentary
There has been a lot of recent interest in methods of reducing the risk factors associated with falls, actual falls, and fall induced injuries in both scientific and health promotion literature. A number of national guidelines have suggested the development of multifactorial interventions that include exercise involving muscle strengthening and balance work, especially Tai Chi. This cross sectional study shows that prolonged Tai Chi practice (over ten years) can have a significant enhancing effect on balance, flexibility, and cardiovascular function in older age. It also adds supporting evidence to an increasingly popular form of exercise that is suitable for older people. However, its applicability to an already frail older person, with poor balance, starting Tai Chi has not been established, and care must be taken that the exercise is sufficiently adapted to be safe for vulnerable older people.
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